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The project: a computer-assisted analysis of the 
dialogue of the American television series 
Supernatural (The CW, 2005-present)

The state of the project: Not Done



What’s Taking So Damn Long?

Numerous false starts in creating the corpora

Lack of any knowledge about corpus linguistics

Finding an appropriate (free) reference corpus

Kept changing my research questions

They kept making new episodes

It’s a complicated show!



The Good News

Real corpus linguistics scholars have done similar work

I’ve pretty much nailed down the questions

Decisions have been made regarding content

Found a great free reference corpus

Writing has begun

It’s summer!

http://subtlexus.lexique.org/moteur2/index.php


And so I asked myself …

How large is the SPN vocabulary?

How many rare (<n) adjectives, adverbs, nouns, verbs are used?

What are the most and least frequent n-grams (3? 4? 5?) 

How has the language changed over the seasons?



And I also asked myself things that required 
other corpora, such as:

How does Sam’s vocabulary compare to Dean’s?

How does the language of SPN compare to that of related shows (a sampling; 
use maybe 5 eps from American Horror Story, TVD, TWD, iZombie)?

What are some of the synonyms, e.g., how many ways to express “to kill”?

How does the vocabulary of SPN compare to American English as spoken 
in films and tv (SUBTLEXus), i.e., rarest words in SPN cf SUBTLEXus?



Fan-made transcript Tvsubtitles.net SPN Corpus



Bloody Mary manifests as Sam's reflection
Sam is enraged under the influence of  the ghost of  
Sanford Ellicot
Sam iS poSSeSSed by meg
For most of ep, Sam is an AU version
Sam is infected by a siren
Zachariah sends Sam and Dean into an AU
Sam is hallucinating as a result of withdrawing from demon blood. He 
hallucinates Dean and also a younger version of himself.
Body swap, Sam for teenaged Gary
Lucifer in Sam
Soulless!Sam
Leviathan “Sam”
Sam influenced by love potion
Demon pretending to be Sam
Sam's in a coma and action is taking place in his mind
Ezekiel in Sam
Ezekiel in Sam
Ezekiel in Sam/Sam possessed by Wicked Witch
Ezekiel in Sam
Ezekiel/Gadreel in Sam
Gadreel in Sam

Shapeshifter takes Dean's form
"Dean" phones Sam and tells him he's in the basement
Dean is placed in an AU by a Djinn
Dean encounters a dream version of himself under the 
influence of African dream root
Dean is infected by a siren
Zachariah sends Sam and Dean into an AU
Sam is hallucinating as a result of withdrawing from demon blood
Fake voicemail to Sam
Future!Dean
Sam hallucinates Dean
Leviathan “dean”
Ghost-possessed Dean
Demon pretending to be Dean
Sam's in a coma and action is taking place in his mind
Dean possessed by Wicked Witch



AntConc set of concordance 
tools: create a word list with 
frequency, find KWIC, link back 
to file, finds collocates, can 
compare one corpus to another.

http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/




All words sorted by # of occurrences, 1-10











TagAnt: assigns part-of-speech 
tags to each word in the corpus. 

http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/tagant/




Voyant Tools: does much of the 
same thing as AntConc, presenting 
the information visually. 

http://voyant-tools.org/




Thanks for coming! I’m @LiorahLibrarian and lgolomb@ou.edu.

http://www.supernaturalwiki.com/images/3/3e/SPN.gif
http://www.supernaturalwiki.com/images/3/3e/SPN.gif
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